
Getting Started

Talent in Khorus

Your employees are the lifeblood of your business. The Talent section of Khorus  
reflects that by helping you give employees relevant feedback and showing  
leadership the state of the talent pool.

Why We Need a New Approach to Performance Management
Traditional performance-management systems have failed. For example:  

• 95% of managers are dissatisfied with their PM systems.1

• 90% of HR heads feel their PR systems do not yield accurate information.2

In the past five years, Deloitte, Accenture, Adobe, and GE have abandoned these 
systems for a more streamlined, relevant approach, much like what Khorus offers.
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Legacy Performance Management

administrative
isolated

time-consuming
bad for morale

no business value

Modern Performance Management

strategic
business-integrated
rapid
motivating
results-focused

Let’s look at how Khorus will help you move away from the old approach and give 
you an people-centric approach to talent that develops both employee well-being 
and overall business performance.
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The Khorus Approach to Talent
Here’s how Khorus helps your entire organization shift away from outdated perfor-
mance-management practices.

Many companies give employees performance goals for the year without linking 
them to broader company performance. In many cases, these goals feel irrele-
vant and are set just for the sake of measuring the employee.

In Khorus, the purpose of setting goals is very different. Each goal the employee 
has means something. Most of each employee’s goals will align with larger com-
pany objectives—creating direction and purpose. The employee will likely also 
have a standalone personal development goal, ensuring that they are continuing 
to grow as a professional.

1. Aligned, Business-Relevant Goals

Company PrioritiesCompany Priorities
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Employees want better, more frequent feedback and coaching. Khorus ensures 
that by moving away from typical annual goal setting to a quarterly cadence. 
Every 90 days, employees meet with their manager to review how their goals 
went. No longer are employees kept in the dark—or, just as bad, getting vague 
feedback on work they did nearly a year ago.

At the end of each quarter, you’ll go to the Talent section of Khorus and write 
a short review covering how your employee did on their goals. You’ll privately 
share it with the employee in Khorus, then meet in person to discuss. For guide-
lines on writing employee reviews, see XXXX.

2. Feedback Every Quarter



Whether you’re a frontline manager or CHRO, you need to understand the make-
up of your team: Who’s key to future success? Who’s struggling? In the past, 
complex, arbitrary rating systems often obscured this knowledge.

In Khorus, however, all managers—up to the CEO—can see a dashboard of the 
employees in their management chain. Each employee receives a confidential 
rating of their Performance in the most recent quarter (1, 2, or 3) and their Po-
tential to grow as a key employee or leader (High, Medium, or Low). This dash-
board helps you understand who’s critical to retain and who needs targeted 
coaching to improve their performance.

3. The Talent Dashboard
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Talent in Khorus is built to be lightweight and easy to implement across the 
organization. There’s not pages of 5-point ratings to do or lists of questions 
to answer. Managers simply write their review (400–500 words is usually 
enough) and rate the employee’s Performance and Potential. The employee 
can sign the review right in Khorus and document any comments they might 
have. 

This lean process allows managers to reallocate their time to delivering 
thoughtful feedback and coaching instead of dealing with red tape.

3. Simplicity and Speed



Final Thoughts: Our Take on Common Talent Issues

“Should employees do self-appraisals?”
 
Not in our opinion. Employees tend to be poor judges of their own perfor-
mance, whether they’re overly self-critical or seeking to play up minimal 
achievements. Self-appraisals may also cause resentment, with the employ-
ee feeling they’re doing the managers work for them.

“Should pay be linked to performance reviews?”

We strongly discourage this. It can cause employees to game the system, 
decrease their intrinsic motivation, and discourage honesty when some-
thing goes wrong. Our recommended approach: Analyze market rates, pay 
competitive wages across the board based on role and experience, and 
reward A players not with cash but with learning and growth opportunities.

“Should we ‘rank and yank’?”

“Rank and yank” refers to a forced distribution of ratings within teams and 
then dismissing the lowest performers.  Although we do encourage quarter-
ly Performance and Potential ratings, we don’t recommend forced rankings. 
These often trigger negative emotional responses from employees, and can
lead to stress, demotivation, and unhealthy competition. 

Instead of comparing team members solely with each other, broaden your 
lens. Are they among the top performers in their role in the market? As long 
as your team of A-rated employees is delivering A-level results, there’s no 
need to shoehorn in lower rankings to meet a distribution requirement.
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